
MYSTERY QUILT 

 
GSQ members, we are ready to complete our Mystery Quilts. If you weren’t sure you wanted to 

make a MYSTERY quilt, take a look at the picture of Brenda’s quilt at the end of the attached 

instructions. You might just want to make it now. Her instructions are accurate and clear. Find 

them on our website at https://www.grandstrandquilters.com/2020-mystery-quilt. You will be 

able to print the instructions for each step.  

 

Following are the instructions to assemble your blocks and complete your mystery quilt. We 

want to have our final reveal of our quilts on October 1. Please send pictures of your completed 

quilt to Mary Harrigan at maharrig67@gmail.com. We will post pictures of all the quilts on our 

Facebook page and also on our website.  

 

Making your blocks 
 

Gather all your clues together and sew lay them out as shown in picture below.  Take care and 

make sure you lay them all out the same way (ask me how I know this!!) 

 

 

https://www.grandstrandquilters.com/2020-mystery-quilt
mailto:maharrig67@gmail.com


Press the top and bottom rows in towards the middle combo unit.  Press the middle row out 

towards the  combo unit.  Your completed block should measure 14 1/2”.  

 

 
  



QUILT  TOP CONSTRUCTION 

4 X 5 

Sew five rows with four blocks in each row.  Press the top, middle and bottom rows towards the 

left and press the 2nd and 4th rows towards the right.  Sew all rows together and press towards the 

odd numbers rows. 

BORDERS 

Border #1:  Light Fabric – Cut 7 strips 2 ¼” x WOF 

 

Border #2:  Bold Fabric – Cut 8 strips 6” x WOF (7 might work but it just eeeks it out)   

 

Measure and sew borders to sides first and then top and bottom.  Pressing out towards each 

border as you add them.   

 

Quilt as desired and then apply binding with method of your choice.   

 

 


